iSeries Hosting and Management
Racksquared offers hosting and management for the iSeries platform. Moving your iSeries server to Racksquared provides you
with more horsepower, flexibility, scalability, and redundancy, all at a reasonable consistent operating rate.

Full Suite of Services

Disaster Recovery Options

Racksquared is a unique solution provider that maintains
significant in-house talent and resources that are available
for our clients. Our expert staff of network engineers, server
engineers, systems administrators and product specialists
are passionate about sharing their knowledge and translating that into a high value, flexible solutions that provide our
clients with virtualization consulting/hosting services, managed IT services for all types of computing environments
including IBM i-series, public cloud, private cloud, hybrid
cloud, backup/storage solutions, server collocation and disaster recovery.

Keep your hardware secure with enterprise-class physical security and industry leading compliances, including:



Disaster Recovery Testing Service



iSeries Replication



iSeries Backup Solutions



Emergency Disaster Recovery Services

IBM Cloud Services

Management Options



Cloud built on IBM Power8 and Power9 Servers™



24x7 Monitoring



Storage IBM V9100 or V7000



PTF Management



Flexible configurations



OS Upgrades



Flexible Monthly Rates



Security Auditing



Full Management for Operating System



Backup Services
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About Racksquared
Racksquared was born out of the many years of success that Was‐
serstrom Holdings and its subsidiaries have had in making technolo‐
gy an important diﬀeren ator for their businesses. Over the years of
IT success and the mul ple investments made in technology infra‐
structure it became clear that the opportunity to enable other cor‐
pora ons to take advantage of these investments made business
sense for both the prospec ve customer requiring enterprise class
services and support and Wasserstrom Holdings. Thus, Racksquared
was born.
Today, Racksquared handles the day‐to‐day enterprise technology
opera ons of several companies in addi on to the Wasserstrom
Holdings family of companies. Our staﬀ knows and understands the
required processes, technologies and ﬂexibility that makes a large
and/or a fast growing company’s infrastructure successful in

Racksquared uses the latest IBM Hardware

Racksquared has invested in the latest IBM Power 9 Serv‐
ers and IBM FlashSystem 9100 Storage Array bringing you
the fastest pla orm for IBM iSeries. Racksquared brings
performance to the cloud! IBM Power 9 Servers are 1.5
mes faster than Power 8 processors allowing you to low‐
er your costs by using less cores than your current Power7
or Power 8 servers. IBM FlashSystem 9100 delivers up to
2.5 million IOPS, 34GB/s, and 100μs latency bringing you
the fastest storage for your iSeries Server.

Racksquared Cer ﬁca ons
Racksquared completes certain cer ﬁca on each year to ensure our data
center is secure and following industry best prac ces. Racksquared has com‐
pleted the SSAE 18 SOC II and the PCI DSS cer ﬁca on.

Racksquared Partners
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